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FORMER AGGIE GIVES BACK

SUMMER MOVIE PREVIEW
GOOD THINGS COME IN THREES AND
THIS SUMMER'S BIG RELEASES FEATURE
THE THIRD EDITION OF FOUR BOX OFFICE HITS!

12

COACH JOE CROSBY IS SHARING HIS
SUCCESS WITH HIS AGGIE FAMILY
AND SETTING A GREAT EXAMPLE

| WWW.NCATREGISTER.COM

»
15

PRESIDENT
AASIYA TOWNSELL
NEWS EDITOR
Aasiya@ncatregister.com

It

What would you like to see change at
A&T during the next school year? Let
us know at editor@ncatregister.com

was a battle for the number
one spot in the runoff election to be the Student Government Association, SGA, president
between Curtis Walls and David from St. John's College High
Street with Street taking home the School in 2004?
At the University, Street was the
win with only three votes being the
Chairman ofthe lobbying commitdeciding factor.
Street, a junior political science tee. He is also apart of the Political
Science Society, Model UN and
and English major, is looking forward to serving the Aggie commuUNC in Washington along with
nity for the 2007-2008 upcoming being an active History Club member. He's also found time maintain
school year.
"I still felt confident," said honors in his busy schedule.
David Street in response to being
So what is on his agenda right
down nearly 20 percent after the now?
Street is focusing on getting an
general election.
he
had
a
where
A&T
newscast up and running by
strategy
Street
tried to sway voters of Brandon September.
He explains that the newscast
Bellamy, the third party in the
initial election, to his side for the will get freshmen and sophomores
involved with the campus. News
runoff. This was a successful tactic that gave him that gave him the coverage is a huge point of interest for this SGA Executive Board,
edge.
With Street being thankful and and Street feels that every student
honored to be president of the should be able to have full access
school, he is already living up to to what is going on and off camhis word and is ready to put his pus
"My goals are important and
ideas into action. Also, before he
my objectives are too clear," Street
assumed the title of SGA presisaid
dent, he was already active in Ageieland.
So who is this D.C. native who
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Freshman involved in fatal car accident
DEXTER MULLINS
CONTRIBUTOR
drmullin@ncat.edu

18 year-old freshman Brenton
Stovall was involved in a car accidenton Reynolda Road in WinstonSalem on May 3 and was rushed to
Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, where he later passed away.
According to the Winston-Salem Journal, Stovall was scheduled
to pick up his youngest brother
from Willey Middle School when
he lost control of the vehicle about
a mile out and crashed into a tree,

PRESIDENT
Continued from Page 1
Due to the results of the election
being so close, the new president

plans on meeting with his SGA
presidential candidates to discuss
ideas that will benefit A&T for the
upcoming year.
A new school year equals a new
SGA staff, and Street is looking
forward to working with his new
"family." He explains that all the
people on staff have different personalities but they all have a lot to
offer.
According to the SGA Web site,
the staffmust create an atmosphere
of freedom, allowing the student to
move beyond the limits of traditional interests.

This will let students be creative
and contributing individuals, aid in
a meaningful interpretation of the
concept of the university community,have effective communication
between members ofthe university
community that are vital to the understanding of the concept, provide opportunities for each student
to participate in activities that develop and realize potentialities and
to also create awareness ofnational
and international affairs in significance for individuals.
The 2007-2008 SGA Executive
Board includes David Street, president; Desiree McNair, vice president of internal affairs; Marcus
Bass, vice president of external affairs; Justin Blake, secretary; Vinnetta Singletary, treasurer; Amina
Cliette, attorney general, and Candace Johnson, Miss A&T.
All SGA Executive Board
members are open to meeting new
students and interested in hearing
your ideas.

which left him pinned inside the

hat h is son
told him that
when
Stovall
merged
one-lane section
of Reynolda, another driver was
tailgating them
Stovall sped up
said

vehicle.
His passenger,
17-year-old
Casey Boza, was able to get out.
Boza suffered a broken jaw, fractured collarbone, lacerated spleen
and punctured lung.
Stovall, a Winston-Salem na-

Stovall

tive, was trapped for 20 minutes
in the car until emergency crews
could free him, police said.
While the details, cannot be confirmed at this time, officers believe
that speed may have played a factor in the tragic accident.
George Booth, Boza'-s father,

to try to put some distance between
the cars and then lost control.
Stovall had been home for the
summer after his first year at A&T.
He was taking care ofhis two brothers because his parents were out
of town because of another death

The University has created a Web site
for members of the Aggie community
to leave their condolences and honor
the memory ofBrenton Stovall
http://www.ncat.edu/memoriai/
stovall/index.html

in the family, said Safia Stovall, a
cousin

Stovall's memorial service was
held on May 6 in the courtyard of
Vanstory Hall.

A&T joins the HEAT route
Aggies ride free on buses designed for college students
SHANA BROWN

CONTRIBUTOR
shan3ybr0wn@gmail.com

The Greensboro Transit Authority, GTA, is merging with
A&T in an effort to help students
get around town with the Higher
Education Area Transit ,HEAT, a
service provided by GTA that is
now adding A&T to its routes.
All seven colleges or universities thatare located within Greensboro city limits are now apart of
the HEAT service. All fares are
free through HEAT and students
are able to connect to the GTA to
get to parts ofthe city that HEAT
does not run through.
HEAT has added two stops on
campus to their regular routes
one at Market and Laurel streets
and another at Market street and
Benbow road. These two new
HEAT stops are regular stops for

WWW.RIDEHEAT.COM

HEAT is nowavailable to A&Tstudents. The bus goes toall colleges in Greensboro as well as popular destinations likeFour Seasons Town Centre, night life and entertainment hot spots and downtown restaurants.

sign. It was created by Jennifer
Homer, a design major of GTCC,
and GTA's marketing committee
decided to use the design.
GTA embraced Homer's design for the new buses through a
citywide contest.
"We thought the design really
the GTA.
captured the spirit of the service,
A&T students can use HEAT it is fun and energetic," Elwood
services by showing their Aggie said.
HEAT has select stops so it
One Cards, which are provided by
the university to all students for does not stop at every stop like the
identification purposes.
GTA city bus routes, but students
"HEAT has been in planning are able to transfer to any bus from
HEAT buses free ofcharge.
for about three years, but the service actually kicked off during
Most stops for this service are
Aug. 2006," said Kevin Elwood, college campuses but it will also
go to Friendly Shopping Center
a transportation strategic informaand J. Douglas Galyon Depot lotion specialist of Greensboro.
All HEAT buses have a bright cated in downtown Greensboro.
There are six routes that service
orange-yellow eye catching de-

-

the Greensboro area. All HEAT
buses are handicap accessible and
have bike racks.

"I think this is going to be a
good thing for A&T. It will help
students get around the city easier" said senior Renita Murphy, a
political science major.
Elwood commented on the
impact of this service on and the
need for students to use it.
This is a service that A&T is
offering to the students in order to
help with transportation needs.
HEAT is currently available to
all students. Schedules are available at www.rideheat.com.
HEAT service ended for the
summer on May 12 but will start
up again in the fall on August 6
with your valid A&T student ID
card.
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Aggie crowned Miss Black N.C. USA
Wilson moves on to compete in National competition in Gambia this summer
TORELLTAYLOR
ONLINE EDITOR
Torell@ncatregister.com

A&T student Rachel Wilson
was recently crowned Miss Black
North Carolina USA 2007.
Wilson, a senior sociology
major, won the state competition
themed "Dream Girls," which was

held in Raleigh in March.
"It's surreal," Wilson said. "I'm
living my dream."
The Miss Black USA state pageant is one steppingstone toward
the national competition which
was held in Gambia.
According to the Miss Black
USA Pageant and Scholarship
Foundation, it is a nonprofit organization that promotes leadership
among women in the AfricanAmerican community.
The competition provides
scholarship opportunities that allow state delegates to pursue and
achieve their educational, career
and personal goals.
Its mission is to develop women who are strong, empowered,
educated and serve as positive role
models for other women ofcolor.
Wilson said it was perfect that
the pageant was themed "Dream
Girls" because she, like Jennifer Hudson, lost a competition in
the past but now gets to live her
dream.
Wilson ran for Miss A&T
2005-2006.
She said she had some reservations about competing again
because the competition was on
a state level outside ofpeople she
knew.
Slie joined the competition because she felt it would be a good
opportunity to make changes in
the African-American community
that she has a passion for.
For Wilson, combining her
passion to make a change and
possibly receiving a scholarship
to further her education pushed
her to apply.
"It's more than just a beauty
pageant," Wilson said.
She said the competition seeks

you to have something or be in a
She
certain position that it will hapcommunity.
dedicated to her
said it's about making an impact pen.
"As I was walking out on stage,
on the community.
her
had
no feeling or emotion. I felt
I
for
searched
pageant
The
peace like I never felt before,"
for the inner beauty ofthe contesWilson said.
tants more than the outer beauty.
She said when they called her
The contestants -were judged
on aerobic wear, talent, evening name she felt grateful and hongown and an interview. Wilson ored.
"It didn't have to be me," she
said the purpose of the aerobic
wear portion of the competition said.
Wilson has many projects
was to measure fitness
They were judged on aerobic planned for the community during
wear rather than swimsuit wear her reign.
Her platform is trying to imbecause it is more presentable.
Wilson won best talent in the prove the spiritual, mental, physitalent portion of the competition; cal and emotional health of Afrishe recited a monologue from the can-Americans.
One of her projects is HEAL,
play "The Colored Museum" by
Helping to Enrich African AmeriGeorge C. Wolfe.
Wilson acted out the last scene can Lives.
She said African-Americans
of the play "The Party." She porshould take a holistic approach
trayed the character Topsy Washto health and that African Ameriington.
relate
can
to
cans bypass health, such as mental
Wilson said she
Topsy and that Topsy is a vibrant health illnesses.
She plans to do a college tour
character who talks about how her
to talk to African-American stupast doesn't define her.
"I have grown as a woman," dents about mental illness.
Wilson has volunteered at
Wilson said. "My growth came
Faith Action International House
out in that performance."
and the NAACP. At the house, she
During the evening gown porteaches a conversaWilson
wore
tion
tional English class
a rich-colored
"I have grown as a
to Vietnamese immiorange dress
She said this woman...my growth came grants.
She has also been
portion of the
out in that performance." on the student advicompetition is all
sory council at A&T
about poise and
along with being an
how well you exRachel Wilson
elementary schoo
ude confidence
and will decide
tutor and a member
whether the contestant walks away ofDelta Sigma Theta, Inc.
with the crown or not.
The theme for the Miss Black
USA 2007 pageant is "A Royal
The last portion ofthe competiJourney Back to our Roots."
tion is the interview section. It acA queen is not denned by
counts for 40 percent to 45 percent
where she lives but where she
ofthe contestant's total score.
Wilson said before she went comes from.
"I'm excited about being on
out on stage for the crowning of
the winner, she prayed to God tell- African soil where my ancestors
ing him that she knew that this lived and breathed," Wilson said.
On the day of the national
competition was bigger than her,
and she knew that if she won she pageant, Miss Black USA will be
would be changing and inspiring celebrating their 20th anniversary
lives
along with the 30thanniversary of
She believes that if God wants the film "Roots."

Aggie alum
running for
GSO mayor

a woman who is an activist and

-
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MICHAEL J.McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Mike@ncatregister.com
Yvonne J. Johnson was the first
throw her name in the race to
be the next mayor of the city of
to

Greensboro.
Current mayor, Keith Holliday,
announced in April that he would
not seekre-election for the position
he has held since 1999. Johnson,
64, has been on a
Greensboro City
Council Member
since 1993 as an
At Large mem-

RACHELWILSON was crowned Miss Black North
Carolina USA and moved on to compete in the
National Competition in Gambia in June.

Gambia is the birthplace of
Kunte Kinte and where "Roots"
was filmed.
Roots was directed by Alex
Haley, who has a dorm bearing his
name on campus

Wilson said she feels she should
be Miss Black USA because she
is transparent to pageant life and
because she has been through a lot
she can relate to anybody.
"Win or lose, I know my life
will be changed forever," she
said.
To help reach her goals ofmaking changes in the black community and becoming Miss Black
USA, she needs the support ofthe
Aggie community.
"Never stop dreaming, everything starts with a vision, but you
have to believe in it first," Wilson
said.

ber and serving
as Mayor Pro
Tern from 1999 Johnson
until 2005
She is also a 1964 graduate of
Bennett College for Women, where
she is the Chairman ofthe Board of
Trustees, and received her Master
of Science in guidance and counseling from A&T in 1978.
Since 1983, Johnson has been
serving as the executive director of One Step Further, a private
non-profit organization that recommends sentencing options for
adults and juveniles, and provides
mediation services, life skills, conflict resolution training, juvenile
work sites for unpaid community
service and victim restitution, and
opportunities for juveniles and
their families to resolve conflicts
positively.
As a mother of four and grandmother of six, Johnson is a Greensboro native, much like Mayor Holliday, and has treated the city like
her baby since being elected to
office, establishing an organization for pregnant women, a rehab
program for offenders that is ran by
offenders and also helped re-write
North Carolina sentencing laws in
1993.

Johnson, a Democrat, is currently the only candidate in the
race for the city's highest seat
and if she wins she will become
Greensboro's first black and second female mayor.

This edition of The A&T Register is sponsored by Cargill
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Witnesses could
take oaths on the
Quran very soon
YONATSHIMRON
McCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
(MCT)

RALEIGH — The issue of allowing court witnesses and others who
take oaths to use a holy text other
than the King James version ofthe
Bible may be decided in upcoming
days after arguments heard May 8
in Wake Superior Court.
Judge Paul Ridgeway did not issue a ruling in the case, which has
been brewing in North Carolina
since 2005, but took the arguments
under advisement.

The N.C. statutes allow jurors
or witnesses in court proceedings
to swear on "Holy Scriptures," but
courtrooms across the state provide
only the King James Bible, acceptable to Christians.

The state chapter ofthe Ameri-

can Civil Liberties Union says the

state must allow people who aren't
Christian to take an oath on their
particular holy text or rule the
"Holy Scriptures" law unconstitutional

Although state statutes allow witnesses or jurors raise their
hand or affirm to tell the truth, the
ACLU argues that that discriminates against religious people of
non-Christian faiths.
The ACLU sued in Wake County Superior Court two years ago on
behalf of Syidah Mateen, a Muslim
woman, who was denied the option
of swearing on the Quran when
she gave testimony in a Guilford
County courthouse.
Seth Cohen, a lawyer for the

ACLU, argued that the term "Holy
Scriptures" should be applied
broadly to include the Hebrew
Bible, the Quran and the Bhagavad
Gita, the Hindu sacred text.
Valerie Bateman, a lawyer representing the state, said interpreting
the definition of "Holy Scriptures"
to include other sacred texts would
entangle the courts in religious issues and require judges to rule on
which sacred texts were appropriate.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
www.ncatregister.com

Billy Graham honored at library dedication
Three former presidents highlight evangelist's ceremony
TIM FUNK
McCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

from Nashville
"We were named after the same

grandpa," he said,referring to William Crook Graham, a ConfederCHARLOTTE — For almost an ate in the Civil War who fathered
hour and a half on May 31, he sat eight girls and three boys, including Billy's dad, William, and Bill's
silently in his cushioned, thronedad, Thomas.
like chair, looking like a whitemaned monarch as a trio offormer
Leighton Ford, a Charlotte
evangelist who married Graham's
presidents came forward to trumpet his lasting impact on the counyoungest sister, Jean, said it was
touching to go through the home,
try and the world.
But when it was Billy Gra- rebuilt near the library, in which
ham's turn to address the crowd Billy, Jean and their siblings were
spread out under a long white tent, raised.
he approached the podium with a
"It made me remember sitwalker and then spoke with humilting there on the sofa in the living
room, when Jeannie and I were
ity and humor.
"I feel like I've been attending first dating," he said.
"And her daddy would go upmy own funeral," he said, drawing
the biggest laugh ofthe day.
stairs at night. There was a big
The 1,500 guests had come to grandfather clock on the landing,
Graham's hometown of Charlotte and he'd wind and wind. What
not to mourn the world-famous
he was really doing was lookas early as the 1970s, teamed with
ing through the door to be sure then-Pope John Paul II to "tip the
evangelist, but to help him dedicate the $27 million Billy Graham that young man was OK with his balance ofthe Cold War."
Library.
daughter down there."
Clinton and Carter said GraGraham's professional family ham's refusal to preach to segreThough it's filled with memorabilia from a life in which he rubbed was there, too.
gated audiences after 1953 caused
shoulders with real kings and 11
Nearing 100 years old and re- blacks and whites to worship toU.S. presidents, Graham said he lying on a cane, George Beverly gether, even hug each other, during
hopes the museum will mostly Shea belted out in baritone the Graham crusades in their states of
continue his 60-year crusade to hymn, "How Great Thou Art," Arkansas and Georgia in the last
bring people to Jesus Christ.
he's sung at Graham crusades years of Jim Crow.
"This building behind me is since 1947, when they held one at
A "major breakthrough" in the
a tool for the Gospel," preached the Charlotte Armory.
war against segregation, Carter
Graham, 88, his voice weakened
On Thursday, the 1,500 invicalled Graham's integrated cruby age and illness. "I pray that tees sang along with him on the sades
Graham, who suffers from
God will use (it) and speak to the chorus
Otherthan Graham himself, the a variety of ailments, including
many people who come through
this facility."
symptoms of Parkinson's Disease,
biggest attraction were ex-PresiGraham's words ended a cerdents Jimmy Carter, George H.W. stood only once before going to
the podium himself. That was
emony that was part media event, Bush, and Bill Clinton.
part Graham family reunion and
Though they all have their own when his long friend, former Preslibraries and aren't used to playing ident Bush, came forward to give
part Christian equivalent of a presidential library opening.
supporting roles, the three former the ceremony's keynote address.
A fleet of TV satellite trucks chief executives were alternately
The warm feelings were muhogged the parking lot at the Billy insightful, funny, even emotional. tual: Bush choked up twice during
Graham Evangelistic Association,
Clinton surveyed the largely his speech, once when he called
while correspondents from ABC, conservative Christian crowd and Graham "a spiritual gift to all
NBC, Time magazine, and the joked that he and Carter were in of us," and again on his closing
Christian Broadcasting Network the minority, Southern Baptists words: "God bless Billy and Ruth
who were Democrats.
worked the event.
Graham." Graham's bedridden
But the presidents took a mostThe punditry class was also
wife could not attend the dedicaly serious tone when they spoke tion, though she was feted often
represented: Conservative columnist Cal Thomas said Graham, unof Graham, crediting him with by the speakers.
like most presidents and religious speeding the end of segregation
Along withall the emotionMay
leaders, "never let fame go to his in his native South and bringing 31, the orderliness of the Billy
head."
hope and a revolutionary spirit Graham Evangelistic Association
Some 85 members of the Grato people trapped behind the Iron was also on display.
ham family showed up.
Curtin during the Cold War.
The itinerary listed speakers,
Bush said Graham, who when they were expected to hit the
Billy's cousin Bill Graham, 71,
is a retired Christian bookseller preached in Eastern bloc countries podium, how much timethey were
(MCT)

expected to speak and their what

"program element."
Assigned chairs in the front had

either names or labels attached.

Among the labels: "LD" for large
donors, "PS" for political leaders
and "USSS" for U.S. Secret Ser-

vice. One just said "Aide to Barbara Bush," the only ex-First Lady
who attended.

One ofthe seats went to another
North Carolina icon Betty Lynn,
the actress who played Thelma
Lou on TV's "The Andy Griffith
Show."
Lynn, now 80, recently moved
from Los Angeles to Mount Airy,

the real-life inspiration for the
show's fictional town of Mayberry, and was thrilled to help honor
Graham.
Though she's a Roman Catholic, she said she's a big fan ofthe
Protestant preacher. "I am," she
said. "I think everybody should
be. Don't you?"
Through the stifling day, the
thermometer hit 88 degrees, Graham's face was hard to read.
But as each speaker finished,

he would smile at them, take their
hand, and sometimes whisper a

word.
AME Bishop George Battle
gave the opening prayer.

After he finished, he leaned in
to hear Graham's message.
"He kissed me on the cheek,"
Battle said. "Then he said, T love
you. Be strong."
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No more MySpace without moms' permission
ANDREA WEI6L
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
(MCT)

—

RALEIGH
N.C. Attorney General Roy Cooper urged lawmakers May 10 to approve a bill
that would compel MySpace.com and other

social networking Web sites to require parental
consent before children younger than 16 can
join.
If passed, North Carolina
would be the first state in the
country to place such requirements on MySpace.com and
other such Web sites.
Cooper is co-chairing a
group of 50 state attorneys
general trying to negotiate Cooper
with MySpace.com to use
such technology.
Lawmakers in Georgia and Connecticut are
considering similar proposals, Cooper said. The
Senate committee plans to continue discussion
ofthe bill May 8.
Cooper said recent laws, such as the one that
made it a felony for someone to solicit an undercover officer online, have helped law enforcement catch more sexual predators who use the
Internet to target children.
However, he said, "It's clear from what we're
seeing out there that we have to do a lot more."
The parental consent requirement garnered
the most discussion among lawmakers who
wanted to know how it could be done. Cooper
and his staff explained that technology already

ing, sending and making child
pornography; and enhancing
the penalty for those who show
up to meet undercover Officers
who have posed as children on
the Internet.

Lawmakers also appeared

uneasy about two items in the

Investigative grand juries
bill that Cooper couldn't get
lawmakers to pass last session: can subpoena witnesses and
giving elected district attorneys even those individuals that
the power to convene investigaprosecutors expect to indict and
tive grand juries and making it take sworn testimony.
"This investigative grand
a felony to lie to an agent with
jury, it bothers me," said state
the State Bureau of InvestigaSen. Thomas Apodaca, a Hention.

4

exists.

Those who sell wineand lottery tickets online

can do real-time verification that a person is an
adult by asking for a the person's name, address
and date of birth, according to Cooper and his

staff.

However, they conceded, it's not going to
stop every teenager who wants to use the Web
site without parental permission.
"By no means is it a silver bullet," said Greg
Mcleod, Cooper's legislative counsel. But Adam
Thierer, a seniorfellow at the Progress and Freedom Foundation, questioned whether the state
should require age verification knowing they
won't protect all children.
"Are we creating a false sense of security
online?" Thierer asked. "I would actually rather
our kids and their parents be a little uneasy about
what social networking sites they visit. I want
kids to have questions in their heads, and I want
parents to be asking them questions about those

The Mississippi
Four Bedroom/ 4 Bath
1500 Square Feet

sites."

Theirer's employer is a nonprofit technology
think tank based in Washington, D.C. He said
the foundation has received some funding from
MySpace.com's parent company, News Corp.
The bill includes several other measures, including banning registered sex offenders from

using Web sites that permit minor children to be
members; requiring computer technicians and
employees with photo development companies
to report to law enforcement when they come
across child pornography, increasing potential
prison sentences for those convicted of possess-

CALL ABOUT OUR SPECIAL OFFERS!

(336) 272-5014-RIVERWALKGSO.COM
1063 Sullivan Street
Greensboro, NC 27405

HURRY AND RESERVE YOUR
spot before they're gone!

> |„„

u,„r-

dersonville Republican
Based on the Duke lacrosse
case, Apodaca said he wasn't
sure some prosecutors should
have such powers. Cooper
countered that investigative
grand juries are an excellent
law enforcement tool.
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Democrats to debate on YouTube
Popular video sharing Web site helping spread politics to the masses

pecially for organizers of an early
debate, to seek out an audience,
and
online political activism is es(MCT)
pecially hot this election cycle.
SAN JOSE, Calif. — In a sign ofjust
"You go fishing where the fish
how'far politics on the Web has are," she said.
come, Google's YouTube will coDespite YouTube's use as a platsponsor the first of six Democratic form for videos that can be irrevParty-sanctioned debates of the erent, embarrassing and problem2008 race.
atic when they expose candidates'
The role of presidential debate flip-flops and foibles, Democratic
sponsor, until this election season, National Committee spokeswoman
has been reserved for mainstream Karen Finney said the DNC extelevision and print outletsand their pressly told networks and other poWeb sites. CNN is the television tential sponsors that "we're lookpartner for the debate, scheduled ing for creative, inventive ways to
for July 23 in Charleston, S.C.
engage voters."
But the dawn of the YouTube
The DNC announced six debates
election, as the 2008 contest has on Wednesday, one each month
been dubbed, in which candidates from July until December. (An earand Web users fuel political de- lierDemocratic debate was held in
bate with videos, both serious and April, also in South Carolina, an
funny, is changing the definition early primary state, and aired on
of mainstream, especially as canMSNBC). The only California dedidates and parties seek to engage bate of the DNC-sanctioned series
young people.
is scheduled for Dec. 10, in Los
"It's really a new day," Carol Angeles, and will be sponsored by
Darr, director of the Institute for CBS News.
Politics, Democracy and the InterThe others are Aug. 19 in Des
net at George Washington UniverMoines, Iowa (ABC); Sept. 26, Hasity said of YouTube's role. And, nover, N.H. (MSNBC/NBC); Oct.
she added, it's smart marketing, es- 30, Philadelphia (MSNBC/NBC);
MARY ANNE 0STR0M
SAN JOSEMERCURY NEWS

and Nov. 15,Las Vegas (CNN)
Few details on the format for
the YouTube-CNN debate were re-

leased.
"The idea of using the technology of YouTube and marrying it
with traditional television could
be really interesting" such as giving viewers new ways to comment
on the debate and follow-up and
ask questions of the candidates,
said Bob Boorstin, director ofpolicy communications for Google in
Washington, D.C.
Lest partisanship become an
issue, Boorstin said Google and
CNN are working with GOP candidates to arrange a similar debate.

Unlike the DNC, the Republican
National Committee is not organizing debates for its candidates.
Google and its CEO, Eric
Schmidt, have had significant political ties to Democrats, most notably, former Vice President Al
Gore is a senior adviser. Schmidt
was a major fundraiser for Gore's
2000 run and has given tens of
thousands of dollars to Democratic
party coffers.
According to federal elections
data, Schmidt has not made any

-.

YOUTUBE AND MYSPACE have more in common than being bought my huge

corporations and reaching millions ofusers worldwide everyday. Both have become
sourcesfor unique perspectives on major world events whether it was home video of
the war in Lebanon on YouTube or blogs from people living right in the middle of major
news happening on MySpace,younger internet usersare turning to socialnetworking
and video sharing sites for news.

donations in the latest presidential
fundraising cycle.
Boorstin said decisions on who
will serve as the debate moderator
and how questions will be selected
will be left up to CNN and YouTube/Google staffers, not executives.

Google executives see promise

for Google and the Democrats, said
Hoover fellow Bill Whalen, a Republican.

"It puts a young brand on the
Democrats and it's critical to Democrats that they capture the youth
vote," he said.
But he and others noted that
much-publicized attempts over the

in politics. Several have appeared past decade to attract what used
at online political conferences toutto be known at "the MTV vote,"
ing the new possibilities ofthe Web voters aged 18 to 35, have never
for campaigning, including using reached expectations.
Google for advertising.
Said veteran media-watcher Ben
Both the DNC and Boorstin Bagdikian: "It's an experiment that
said Schmidt's previous Demowill tell us how much political adcratic party contributions did not vantage there is to using the media
have any influence on YouTube's that young voters are watching,"
selection as a debate sponsor. But and whether come next year it will
it does present a good opportunity lead them to the polls.

President Bush defends disputed immigration plan
RON HUTCHESON
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
(MCT)

GLYNCO, Ga. — President Bush
offered a passionate defense of his
plan to overhaul immigration laws
Tuesday, casting the debate as a
struggle over America's soul and
its reputation as a welcoming nation.
In an exclusive interview with
McClatchy Newspapers, Bush expressed confidence that the changes under consideration in Congress
would dramatically reduce the flow
of illegal immigrants while giving those who are already here a
chance to join mainstream American society.

He suggested that critics of his

"I understand it's going to require a lot of work because this is
a very emotional issue," he said.
"There is an element of our society
that is worried about two Americas.
fine.
My argument to them is: We've
Some liberals complain that had this debate in our country for
plans for a new temporary worker years.
"And yet our ability to welcome
program are overly restrictive and
would create a permanent undernewcomers and the system's capacity to assimilate them has been one
class offoreign workers.
Bush underscored his commitof the great powerful traditions of
ment to the legislation during an America. It works, and it will work
interview on Air Force One as he this time. People shouldn't fear our
traveled to Georgia to promote the capacity to uphold our motto: E
similate newcomers."
immigration bill.
Pluribus Unum."
He has teamed up in support of
Addressing one of the most
Bush acknowledged that the
proposed overhaul faces a difficult the bill with a bipartisan group of sensitive issues in the immigration
measure, Bush expressed hope that
time in Congress, where it is under lawmakers that includes Sen. Edattack from both ends ofthe politiward Kennedy, D-Mass., and Sen. the immigration changes would recal spectrum.
Jon Kyi, R-Ariz.
duce the need for a fence along the

plan are either
uninformed
about the details
or fearful of immigration.
"I'm deeply
concerned about
Bush
America losing
its soul. Immigration has been the lifeblood of a
lot of our country's history," Bush
said.
"I am worried that a backlash to
newcomers would cause our country to lose its great capacity to as-

Conservative critics contend
that the plan amounts an amnesty
program because illegal immigrants would be allowed to Stay in
the country after paying a $1,000

U.S. border with Mexico
The immigration bill requires
the completion of at least 370 miles
of fencing, along with other security measures, before any temporary
worker program can go into effect,
but does not specify how much
of the border will ultimately be
fenced. Congress approved legislation last year calling for 700 miles
of fence.
The proposed fence has drawn
protests in Bush's home state of
Texas, where officials fear it will
hinder commerce and cause environmental problems.
"The fence sends a clear signal
that we're serious about enforcing
the border," Bush said. "I presume
we're not going to build fences
where people don't want them."
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Education issues to sway student voters in 08
Democrats take the lead on addressing higher education concerns
MICHAEL J.McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Mike@ncatregister.com

ties pass loans on to their students.
Democrats are taking advantage of
the recent controversy of schools

political policy, college opportunity agenda includes lowering costs,
clear eligibility, strong college
prep, overhauling the student loan
program and simplifying financial

making deals with lenders to guide
As the 2008 presidential race
students their way.
aid.
Edwards' plan for higher edutakes shape, educational issues like
Leading Democratic presidenstudent loans are becoming major cation also includes his "College
talking points for candidates seek- For Everyone" plan, which would tial hopefuls have followed Edreward any student willing to work wards in presenting plans for highing the Democratic Party nomination and could sway student voters hard by paying for their first year er education.
when they hit the polls.
of college. It's been tested on a
In a statement from his website,
FormerN.C. Sen. John Edwards small scale at Greene Central High Barack Obama, a senator from Ilseems to be one of the most outSchool in Snow Hill, N.C., and linois, said, "It is long past time
spoken candidates for students in has been very successful in taking to put an end to the rampant abuse
their struggle to pay for school. a high school where 40 percent of by lenders of our student loan proEdwards' plan would eliminate the the graduating seniors went to col- grams." Obama continued, "One
guaranteed student loan program in lege and raising that number to 74 way we can help make college
percent in just two years later.
favor of direct lending.
more affordable is by reforming a
Direct Lending would elimiThe youthful presidential can- wasteful system of student loans
nate the need for lenders like Sallie didate's, who has received more that profit private banks at the cost
Mae and have individual universi- press for his $400 haircuts than his of taxpayers."

The Illinois senator's plan also
includes combating the rising
cost of education that priced over
200,000 students of a college education, stopping lenders that are
abusing the system all second fiddle to his plan ofusing money from
the elimination ofthe student loan
program and using them for need
based grants. Obama also plans on
eliminating the FFEL program.
Hilary Rodham Clinton, whose
husband, made higher education
easier during his time as president,
has a plan for higher education that
includes college access and a Student Borrower's Bill of Rights.
That bill includes five basic
rights for students. Clinton also
has drawn plans for non-traditional
students, career and technical edu-

Hayes-Taylor Memorial YMCA
1101 East Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27401
(336) 272-2131
The Hayes-Taylor YMCA is located on the corner of Dudley and East Market Street.
We are within walking distance from any location on the campus of NC A&T.

Indoor Heated Pool
Cardio Room
Free Weights and Machines
Indoor Walking Track
Aerobic Classes (Water and Land)
After School Programs
Day care
Child-watch Service (free to members)
The mission of theYMCA is to put Judeo-Christian principles into practice
through programs that build a healthy spirit, mind, and body for all

STUDENT VOTERS might be the
turning point in what is shaping up
to be a close election. Alternative
issues like reforming federal financial
aid and restructing the studentloan

industry mightsway voters who are
on the fence about who they want to
see in officecome January2009.
cation, Title IX and affirmative action.
The Democrats have taken the
lead on educational issues, as no
Republican candidate has released
an official plan for higher education.
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Go-Go finds a home
at WNAA90.1-FM
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Popular Metro-area music hits campus radio
MARCELL BROWN
CONTRIBUTOR
mjbrown@ncat.edu
For some Washingtonians, this is some-

thing that has been well overdue, and for others, this is ushering in a new style of music
that some people may not be familiar with.
Nonetheless, everyone with an open-mind
should be impressed.
There is nothing like listening to some
good ole' go-go music while preparing yourselffor a night on the town.
Now, the voice of campus, WNAA 90.1FM, has been privileged to have a one-hour
go-go segment.

Every Friday at 11 p.m. you can hear the
sounds ofthe Backyard Band, Total Control
Band (TCB), UnCalled 4 Band (UCB) and
Rare Essence (RE). As well as up-and-coming bands like Reaction, Critical Condition
Band (CCB), Money Over B****** (MOB),
Time Out Band (TOB), Having Only One

Dream (HOOD) and many more.
If you like, "The Bounce Beat," "Gospel
go-go" or just plain "Grown-n-Sexy go-go,"
you should definitely check out this new
show
Inspired for her love of go-go music, North
Carolina native Ezinma Murphy took it upon
herself to try and get go-go introduced to the
Triad
She decided to bring her ideas to the program directorat WNAA 90.1 -FM, who at first
was a little hesitant, but after some thought
decided to allow the one hour segment to air
live on the radio, where Murphy is the DJ for
the show
Ever since the show began in mid February, it has been receiving positive reviews.

Murphy talks about staying current with the
D.C.-based music in N.C.
"Thanks to the World Wide Web, talking
withfamily and friends in the D.C. area, I can
stay up-to-date with songs out there on the
market," she said.
In order for this style of music to be accepted by people who are not originally from
the Washington D.C. area, songs that can be
related to need to be introduced first.
So in hearing the songs, people will already be familiar withthe words. Feeling the
beat becomes the only remaining step left in
understanding the concept of go-go music.
Bands like Backyard and UCB are well respected among the many other go-go bands
and fans of the music in the D.C. area because
oftheir sincere "musical" talents.

15% Student Discount
Every Tuesday!

60-60 MUSIC The art form that was born in the
70s and exploded in the '80s is as much a part of

Metroculture as Nike boots, Mambo sauce, hooded
T-shirts and zipped-up North Face jackets.
Most ofthe bands consist of several keyboard players, a bass guitar player, a drummer, lead guitar player, congas/timbale player,
a singer, rapper, hype-man and lead talker.
All ofthese positions play a major part in
developing the final sounds that everyone ultimately hears.

Without sincere musical talents among the
people in the bands putting all of these different parts together would be impossible. That
is exactly what makes go-go a unique style
ofmusic.
There are several styles of go-go that have
evolved over time. These include: the bounce
beat, sockets/pockets, gospel go-go, grownn-sexy go-go and classic go-go.

This style of music has been around in
the D.C. area since the 1970's but has not
managed to make its way to the mainstream
media otherthan a few times with songs like
"Sardines" and "Bustin' Loose."
As bands like the Northeast Groovers,
Huck-a-bucks and Junkyard hit the scene
duringthe late 80's early 90's, they continued
to improve on pockets/pocket beats, which
are usually songs where the conga player and
the drummer get a chance to show off their

Let me upbraid you!

said.

"I am here to change all ofthat."

304 E. Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27401-2928

Call today to setup
an appointment!

Phone: (336) 272-1800
info@shopdesignarchives.com

Urban Chic
Horie 1P, Smiffi

own grooves
Grown-n-sexy go-go is also apart of this
unique style ofmusic. This particular style of
go-go usually consists ofR&B songs that the
bands make renditions of.
Finally, the last style of go-go music that
has evolved is gospel go-go.

The way to reach the youth and teens in
the community is to relate to them. So why
not sing praises to the Creator through go-go
music and still have fun doing so?
This is exactly what bands like Ten Commandments and The Submission Band do.
This is a bold step that Murphy has taken, but
with continued support from listeners across
the area, go-go is probably here to stay.
"There are a lot of people out there in the
Triad area that enjoy go-go but unfortunately
have only been exposed to a selected group
of go-go songs at clubs and parties," Murphy

Hours: Monday-Friday 11-7,
Saturday 11-6, Sunday 1-5
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Cafeteria adds veggie fare
AASIYATOWNSELL
NEWS EDITOR
Aasiya@ncatregister.com
Starting in the fall, Williams Cafeteria is expanding their menu options for vegetarian and
vegan meal entrees.
In the past, there were only a few vegetarian and vegan students, so the food entrees were
limited because the demand wasn't high and
the cafeteria did not want to waste any food
Now, there are a large enough number of
vegetarian and vegan students for the cafeteria
to create more entrees and a larger variety of
meals specifically for them.
"More and more students each year come as
vegetarians and vegans, so now we must expand
their needs," said Ursula Berger, operation managemer ofFood Services.
Berger also explained that they have a goal
for the vegetarians and vegans.
The goal is to expand their menus to two or
three entrees a day with in a separate line. They
also plan to have special desserts for the vegetarians and vegans in the bakery section.
A vegetarian is someone who does not eat
any meat in their diet, that includes seafood, and
a vegan does not eat anything that is from an animal or the actual animal itself, such as cheese

Sophomore

Kristen

A.

Uitenham, a chemical engineering major, has been a vegan for
two years now and has no complaints about her meals from

Williams Cafeteria.
"They have gone above and

beyond when it has come to
meeting my needs and most of
my wants. The staff is really

with a meatless diet.

Sophomore Tashara Bryant, a mechanical
engineering major, agreed that the cafeteria
should expand their options for vegetarian and
vegan entrees.
"Its not exciting eating the same thing all the
time," she said.
If students are not satisfied with the food offered to them, they now have the option of consulting with the chef about their specific preference. The chef would then prepare the food for
them daily, if their food preference is reasonable.

The A&T Register
Starting Aug. 22
Every Wednesday

ey base their food intake from
the cafeteria, here is a simple

vegetarian and vegan meal you

can make inside your own dorm
room or apartment.

BRAIDS & HAIR
wwwJ>raidsbyninaxom
Thaxfc Tot Your Business

*
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walk-ias welcome

we specialize io all kind of braids aod sttfe

Tel: 336-272-4247
Tel: 336-96S-5375

and milk.
The alternative for vegetarians and vegans is
soy protein, soymilk, soy cheese and tofu.

There are also certain food items that contain
protein that vegans and vegetarians will miss
out on when not consuming meat.
Having enough protein is essential for everyone's diet. When one does not have enough protein in their diet it becomes a health risk.
With the cafeteria expanding their menu to
meet the needs of vegans and vegetarians, this
will help prevent a low-protein count associated

conies to accomidating to me and my special diet," she said.
/For all the vegetarians on
campus who do not wish to sol-

friendly when it

'lhU2 rJii
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STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH ID VALID STUDENT ID CARD

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS!
THE BEST BRAIDS IN GREENSBORO

The University Bookstore is pleased to offer this free service to all
students. This service allows our students to get their books early and
avoid the rush at the beginning of the semester. We will pull, box, and
ring up your books, so all you have to do is pick the books up when you
arrive to campus. This service is offered at the beginning of each semester.

d Conven
The Wrong
Beat

.

Greater opportunity of getting Used Bo
Take advantage of the Tax-Free Weekend by purchasing your books during
August 4-5,2007.
Tax-Free Weekend Store Hours
Saturday, August 4: 10am-4pm
Sunday, August 5: 12pm-4pm

-

Pre-Pack Pick Up Dates: August 1 7 August 27,2007
Bookstore Summer Hours:

Monday - Friday: 8:00am-5:00pm
www.ncatbookstore.com

University Bookstore

- Brown Hall - Bluford and Laurel St., Greensboro, NC

27411
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Summer Movie Preview
This summer's big number is three.
With five box office hits releasing
their third installments, it seems
like Hollywood's creative juices
might be running low on producing new hit movies.

together or will, in seeking justice

for his uncle, will he lose himself
and Mary Jane? And how will he
face his best friend, who has taken
on the persona of The Green Goblin and is bent destroying Parker?
Starring Toby Maguire, Kirsten
Dunst, James Falco, Thomas
Haden Church, Rosemary Harris

Spider-Man 3

The balance Peter Parker has
created between his web-slinging
and personal life is shaken when
the man who killed his Uncle Ben
reappears in his life.
The man, Flint Marko, is involved in alife-altering/super-being
created accident and he becomes
The Sandman. Parker discovers a
dark substance that coats his Spidey
suit and brings out his own darker
side. Will he beable to pull himself

Pirates of the Caribbean 3:
At World's End

Will Turner, Elizabeth Swann
and Captain Barbossa set sail to the
edge of the Earth to rescue Capt.
Jack Sparrow from Davey Jones
and Lord Cutler Beckett. After
Sparrow is rescued, they must fight
off Jones and Beckett by calling to-

gether the Pirate Lords

Starring Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley, Geoffrey Rush, Bill Nighy

Ocean's 13

The original Ocean's 11 stopped
after one movie but the newer version just won't quit. Danny Ocean
rounds up his crew for a heist after a casino owner double crosses
one of the original 11. This time
Benedict joins the team and they
try once again to pull of one ofthe
biggest heists ever.
Starring George Clooney, Brad
Pitt, Matt Damon, Elliott Gould,
Al Pacino, Don Cheadle, Casey
Affleck, Bernie Mac, Ellen Barkin,
Andy Garcia
Rush Hour 3
We don't know why they are
making another one either but this
time Jackie Chan and Chris Tucker
take their usual hijinks this time in
Paris in a huge mixed up.

Shrek the Third

Shrek is looked to as heir to the kingdom ofFar Far Away when Princess Fiona's father, King Harold, becomes ill. Shrek, happy in his swamp,
recruits Donkey and Puss in Boots to convince Artie
to become the new king. Fiona rallies her girlfriends to fend off a coup d'etat by the jilted
Prince

Charming.

Starring the voices of Mike Myers,
M u r
Diaz,
Eddie
Cameron
phy, Antonio Banderas, Jus»
tin Timberlake, John Cleese
and Julie Andrews
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Platinum 5

Second release avoids the dreaded sophomore slump
MICHAEL J.McCRAY

the end

"Better That We Break" tries to
Stevie (Stevie Wonder), and I
go
Mike@ncatregister.com
don't know if that falsetto has that
It Won't Be SoonB
The last time Maroon 5 rekind ofrange. Very James Blunt.
A&M/OCTONE RECORDS
leased an album in 2002 it went
"Back At Your Door" is an epic
close that leaves the door open for
multi-platinum, won a Grammy
MORE songs about Jane or whoand made expectations for the secever the next girl is.
ond album almost unreachable.
"Infatuation" is a decent song
However, on their latest release, cool. Very Hall and Oates to me. Adam Levine, and in this song,
"It Won't Be Soon Before Long," The lyrics like (insert lyrics) beg they might actually fit better in this that could have made the album as
the band kept a little of the Saturthe question is Adam Levine still completely different reincarnation more than a bonus track if not for
ofthem in that it sounds more natuthe holes in it. Not single worthy,
day-afternoon-drive-to-Wal-Mart not over Jane.
sound that appeared in "Songs
but for an album cut, it wouldn't
"Little Of Your Time" packs a ral and fits the rest ofthe song.
About Jane" while managing to lot in a 2-minute, 17-second pack"Can't Stop" is where the al- hurt even though it doesn't really
make a time warp to jazzy, funk- age. It Reminds you of background bum takes another turn. Imagine fit anywhere in the album. But I
Maroon 5 putting their spin on a could see it early to mid set in a
electric sounds ofthe 80's without music from "Entourage."
skipping a beat.
"Won't Go Home Without You" Fall Out Boy song... and you have live performance.
Why will this album be a hit?
The album's opening track, "If is faux-Sting and The Police but "Can't Stop."
It evokes visions of your faI Never See Your Face Again," is somehow completely Maroon 5.
"Goodnight Goodnight" is an
part "More Bounce to the Ounce" Think of it as this album's "She air apparent to "Sunday Morning." vorite 80's hits and for Maroon
"Not Falling Apart" has shades 5 fans, it is a natural progression
and part Super Bowl Shuffle, enWill Be Loved." It's perfect for
suring that for a brief second you the first kiss sequence of an 80's of "Missing You" by The Police from their last album. As for new
might envision being in the studio teen movie; shifting the album to before itkicks to vocals that sound listeners, the singles alone will be
very The Fray-esque.
with Rick James and Eddie Mura softer side.
enough for them to at least listen
phy. It's a track that will probably
"Nothing Lasts Forever" fea"Kiwi" screams Prince. From to everything else and hopefully
appreciate a sound that isn't origigrow on you and sets the tone for tures very familiar lyrics in the the lyrics to the funk, the experithe entire feel ofthe entire project. chorus because they are they same ence of it all...ok maybe more nal but still makes for good music,
"Makes Me Wonder," the first words from Kanye West's 2005 hit Morris Day and the Time, but defi- which should all but ensure their
single, has a retro sound that's just "Heard 'Em Say" which featured nitely a little Prince and towards platinum status once again.
EDITOR IN CHIEF

MAROON 5

***

College Park Suites
On the campus of N.C. A&T at 400 N. Benbow Road
> Private bedroom with vanity and
Separate leases
sink
Flexible payment plans
—> All appliances
Central heat and air included
cable and Internet included
Washer and dryer in each suite
—� Phone, cable and modem in each
Exclusive permitted PARKING
bedroom
Fully furnished

—

Call Four Comers Realty
applications! (336) 854-3260 .

Now taking

www.NCSterling. com
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HITS
Beatty wins MEAC
Rookie of theYear
C.J. Beatty
was
crowned

MEAC Rookie
of the Year after
batting .324 with
10 home runs
and 36 RBI's
this season.
Beatty
The WinstonSalem native also earned first team
All-MEAC honors with teammate
Charlie Gamble and tied for the
conference lead in home runs.

Aggies ink three
players for hoops
A&T head coach Jerry Eaves
had to. fill the holes left by Greg
Roberts and Walter Booth and did
just that with his 2007 recruiting
class

-

MICHAEL SIMMONS NORTH CAROLINA A&T
title,
YAHAMMA WHITEand the Lady Aggies made it tothe MEACChampionship Game in Severn, Md., before fallingto Howard in May. With key freshmen returning, A&Thas more opportunities for a MEAC

Lady Aggies fall in MEAC Championship
FROM NCATAGGIES.COM
AGGIE ATHLETICS
MEDIA RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
SEVERN, Md. — There is plenty
oftime for redemption for most of
the North Carolina A&T softball
team. The Aggies lost to Howard
University 17-0in the finals ofthe
2007 MEAC Softball Tournament
Monday at Randazzo Park.
The Bison (35-19) will advance to the NCAA Tucson, Ariz.,
Regional to face the University of
Arizona Friday evening at 6:30
p.m., MST.
For the Aggies, their season
ends at 30-30. Despite the loss and
the way the Aggies loss, the future
looks bright for Mamie Jones and
her young and talented squad.
Jones had eight freshmen on
her roster this season. Six freshmen earned significant playing
time this season. They are scheduled to return along with veteran
starters Chaola Simmons and Sylvia Felder.
Four of Jones' freshmen made
either first-and-second team allconference with shortstop Yahamma White and second baseman

Lillian Bullock making first team
and first baseman Jessie Larson
and pitcher Sasha Philpot earning
second-team honors.
Senior Tabitha Veney, White
and Bullock were all-tournament
team selections.
Before talk ofthe future, however, the Aggies can be proud of
the present. N.C. A&T came into
the tournament as the No. 5 seed.
The Aggies lost to No. 4 seed
Howard in the opening game,
which meant they had to win six
straight to win the championship.
They nearly pulled it off.
"For a young team to make a
run like we made, it's encouraging," Jones said.
"Of course we wanted to win
the championship, but I feel like
we have something to build on."
The Aggies impressive run in
the tournament started by beating the defending MEAC Champion Florida A&M Rattlers 12-10
thanks to a Veney grand slam.
They followed that performance by knocking out the topseeded Hampton Pirates thanks to
two home runs from Larson and
another one from Bullock. Their

impressive run also included an
11-5 win over tournament-host
Morgan State.
The Aggies then took out Delaware State thanks to a fabulous
game-ending play by White and
third baseman Tangala Conover
as White threw out the tying run
at third base for a 5-4 win.
The Aggies entered the championship round having to beat
Howard twice because the Bison
had yetto lose in the double elimi-

The loss ends a record-breaking and eye-opening season for
the Aggies. Bullock became the
school's all-time home run leader
in one season of play with 17.
She also led the league in home
runs and was nationally ranked
throughout the season.
White finished the season hitting a league-best .432, which is
the highest season-ending batting
average of any Aggie in history.
She also ranked among the top 20
nation tournament.
hitters in the country.
Philpot also joined in on the
TheAggies pounded two grand
slam homers within the first two fun with school record 18 wins on
innings of the game to move the mound. It was also a season
one step closer to their first-ever in which the Aggies hit 56 home
MEAC Championship with a 13- runs, which is more than they hit
8 win.
the three previous seasons combined.
But Howard returned the favor on Monday. The Bison scored
"You have to be impressed
seven runs in the first inning highwithwhatA&T did in this tournalighted by a two-run RBI double ment," said Howard coach Tonja
by Tournament MVP Courtney Braxton.
"The comeback and win as
Young.
many games as they has to be
In the second, Kristina Cordova and Jennifer Bien-Aime hit commended. I think this will serve
back-to-back home runs to put the as motivation for their freshmen."
Bison up nine. The Bison closed
For updated news on A&T
out the Aggies with two more
athletics visit ncataggies.com
home runs in the third.

Thomas Coleman, a 6-foot-9
forward from Louisville, Ky. who
average 13 points and 10 rebounds
a game for Jefferson High School.
Kam Shepherd, a 6-foot-8 forward from Orlando, Fla. who averaged 12.5 points and 8.5 rebounds
at Osceola High School.
Ed Jones is a 6-foot-7 forward
from Leesburg, Va., who averaged
at 10 points and four rebounds last
season at Butler Community College in Kansas and averaged 19
points and eight rebounds at Notre
Dame Academy as a prep player.
The Aggies are a serious threat
to compete for a MEAC title next
year with returning stars Steven
Rush, Jason Wills and Austin Ewing to go along with a cast ofplayers that can fill in the necessary
roles in the lineup.
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Showing a little
Aggie hospitality
MALCOLM S. EUSTACHE

SPORTS EDITOR
Malcolm@ncatregister.com

Bill Gates and Bono. Two men
seemingly on opposite ends of the

American spectrum, found a me-

dium ground in 2005.
The location was the cover of
one of the most prestigious magazines in American history, TIME,
where they earned the humbling

honor ofPerson's of The Year for
their philanthropic and humanitarian work.

It was in the story ofthese two
men that Coach Joe Crosby, former head football coach at Morris

Brown University and native of
Charlotte, found justification for
an idea that would be criticized, or
even crucified, by the normal cutthroat capitalistic mindset.
The idea of giving.
"For me, people like Bill Gates,
Bono and Oprah, if you look at
what they've done, it's incredible,"
Crosby said. "God gives them big.
If you look at some ofthe richest
people in the world, they're also
some of the most giving people in
the world."

It was two years prior to the
publishing of the inspirational
cover, 2003, when Crosby, along
with the support ofhis wife Christina, tried his hand in the food business by opening up the T-60 Grill
on Mother's Day after 23 years of
coaching football.
"Originally, our menu was very
simple with only steaks and sandwiches," Crosby said.
"However, four months after the
restaurant opened, and with Tina's
encouragement, we introduced the
Low Country Boil - an entree consisting of sausage, corn, potatoes,
shrimp and crab which are all
boiled in a pot containing the special seasoning that we developed.
"The response that Tina and I
have received to our Low Country
Boil has been beyond our imagina-

JOECROSBY is a former Aggie football player and
he is sharing the success of his products with the
university and the athletic program.

the watchful eye of Coach Howell,
Crosby was tremendously influenced by them as a young Aggie.
And for that, Crosby has been
more than generous to his alma
mater. As stated on the side ofhis
Coach's Low Country Boil Seasoning, two dollars of each 23ounce bottle sold is being donated

SO CLOSE

to A&T.

The money is divided equally
among the academic and athletic
departments.
The Crosbys have not been discriminative with their giving as
they also have the same deal with
Clemson seeing as though they are
based in close proximity in Seneca,
S.C.

Along with both those charitable endeavors, they also have the
Joe and Christina Crosby Foundation.

Through this organization, they
give back in three specific areas:
culinary education, collegiate education and elementary education.
"We recently provided all the
elementary teacher's in Ocone
County (South Carolina) with
school supplies," he said. "We also
put six kids on scholarship. You
can always get to a point in your
life when you can give back because you never know."
tion."
Over a span offour short years,
Crosby's success in entrepreneurship is the product of A&T's Joe Crosby went from a small resschool of business, which he taurant owner to having his prodgraduated from in 1977. He was ucts sold in Wal-Mart, Bi-Lo and
a member of the Aggies' football Food Lions nationally.
team as well.
According to Crosby, the bigger
Under the guidance ofthe school his business grows, the more he
of business' dean, Dean Craig, and will be able to give back.

-

MICHAEL SIMMONS • NORTH CAROLINA A&T
CYRIL DANIEL and the Aggies made itall the way to the MEAC Baseball Championship Gamebefore they lost6-4 to Bethune-Cookman University in Norfolk, Va.

Aggies suffer heartbreaking lose in championship game
three Aggies he
half.
faced for the
Wildcats ninth
The Wildcats tied the game up
Mike@ncatregister.com
conference title
in the bottom of the third inning
in the past 10
It's safe to say that no one in but Ail-American Charlie Gamble
years (in 2005
the country, let alone the MEAC, blasted a go-ahead home run that
can take a series against A&T for was his 300th career hit and ended
the Aggies won
the
MEAC
granted.
up being the difference between Gamble
Championship).
After limping into the latter the Aggies going home and going
A&T's Tim Johnson pitched
part of the season the Aggies finto the championship game.
In the winner take all chamished strong winning 12 of their
seven innings allowing seven hits,
last 16 games and entered this pionship game against Bethune- four runs and striking out nine.
For the first time during the
Cookman, it was the Wildcats
season's MEAC Baseball Tournament with enough momentum to who managed to bring the late- tournament the Aggies weren't
game heroics.
take the crown.
able to rely on their bullpen who
The Aggies went up 4-1 in the struggled during the season but
After blowing out Delaware
State 12-1 in the first round, a 9-5 fifth inning and seemed to be in pitched well during the tournaloss to host Norfolk State put the cruise control the rest of the way ment.
The loss marked the end of an
Aggies in the losing bracket for before Bethune-Cookman explodthe rest of the tournament meaned in the eighth inning.
illustrious career for the A&T's
After scoring one run in the Charlie Gamble who batted .423
ing one more loss and their season
would come to an end.
seventh, the Wildcats, with their with 11 hits, eight runs scored,
After another win over Delaback against the wall, came out five RBIs, two home runs, one triware State and avenging their loss swinging plating four runs in their ple and one double in the MEAC
Tournament along with receiving
to Norfolk State the Aggies had to half ofthe inning.
To seal the game Bethune- news that he was an Ail-Ameribeat number one seed BethuneCookman to reach the title game. Cookman brought in MEAC can this week and likely a Major
League Baseball draftee later this
The Aggies jumped out in a 3-0 Pitcher ofthe Year Francisco Rolead in the top of the first before driguez to close and sat down all summer.

MICHAEL J. McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

BCU cut the lead to one in the bottom

.

Pickering and Company
Luxury Housing
(336) 230-1740

ACampus Courtyard 1 & 2
425 G Stedman St. and
801 Homeland Ave.
Campus Courtyard 2 is under
construction. It opens July 15.
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Now

leasing

A Virtual Floorplan; Furniture not Included

Offering 1,2,3 and 4
bedroom apartments!
Call (336) 230-1740 or
stop by our office at
425 G Stedman St. in
Greensboro.
A Campus View
100 Marshall St.

A Campus Edge
405 S. Booker St

Experience the best! www.pickeringandco.com

